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Abstract
Eventually the aboriginals attracted by the settled life of these vedic immigrants drew nearer to them and started co-operating with them participation in their agricultural operations and Ultimately were so to say, absorbed in the lowest rung to their society. It presented a contrast to the panorama of religious and philosophical thought of greater Mithila. The period discussed so far as we the immigration of many people into Mithila. The videha, Licchani vajji and a host of other Aryan as well as non-Aryan tribes entered in succession the virgin land of Mithila and settled there comfortable. Perhaps granting of land free of such king in Mithila.
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Introduction
Pre-vedic Mithila was inhabited by a number of tribes belonging to two groups. The Kiratas in the north and the Kolas in the south. They dwelt in forest and marshy land and lived on hunting and fishing. Near about 1500-1600bc. One Videghamathab. With a host of his learned priests and followers crossed the river Sadanira (Modern Gandak) from the west and established his kingdom in Mithila [1]. These vedic people new agriculture and cattle rearing and possessed a high standard of rural civilization and culture. The descendants of the king videgha (videha) ruled Mithila for a long time. The epics and the puranas [2], have listen the names of more than forty kings. All these kings were referred to as Maithila [3] or vaideha.

Eventually the aboriginals attracted by the settled life of these vedic immigrants drew nearer to them and started co-operating with them participation in their agricultural operations and Ultimately were so to say, absorbed in the lowest rung to their society. The confluence of these varied elements in the society gave birth to what we call the composite culture of Mithila. Some of the puranas reveal another settlement of the Aryan people existing simultaneously in the southern part of Mithila. One of the rulers of the settlement was called visala and his capital was called visala or vaisali which in now a famous Buddhist site. But the puranas are silent about the later generations. It is generally held that probably the vaisali dynasty was founded in cir. 2,410 B.C. and end in cir. 1,900B.C. Afterwards the territory of vaisali was annexed to the kingdom of the videhas. The dynasty of videha is said to have ended as a result of a revolt of the subjects against the oppression of the last king karals Janaka [4] in about the 7th or the 6th century B.C according to some puranic chronologists.

Then comes a totally different milieu: different people, politics, religion and thought revealed in quite different literary (and archaeological) sources. After the decline and fall of monarchy in Mithila, a number of republican states emerged. Eventually sometimes before the birth of Gautama Buddha these states formed a federation called Vajiji-mahasangha. It consisted, of eight organised clans, viz.. videha. Licchavi, Inatraka, vajji, Ugra, Bhoga, Aiksvaka and karuva Most probibly they were later immigrants. Unlike the earlier videhas, the were traders and merchants mainly interested in their business and the least concerned with religion and philosophy.

After the advent of Vardhamana Mahavira and Gautama Buddha on the scene vaisali rose to an immense height as a centre of Jinisms [5] and Buddhism. It presented a contrast to the panorama of religious and philosophical thought of greater Mithila. Naturally in ideological and philosophical clash took place between the orthodox Brahmans in the north and the
The history of Mithila or Tirhut in the period under review is the history of constant warfare and invasions from outside, which led only to a chaotic situation. The land suffered the pangs of the birth as well as the death of successive powers. Perhaps every politically ambition ruler involved trode the land of Mithila in the course of his campaign for extending his kingdom to the foot-hills of the Himalayas.

Even after the end of the age of imperialism with the demise of Harsavardhan. Mithila continued to trodden by the Tibetans. later by the palas, Gurjara-Pratiharas, Rastrakutas and the condelas [12]. In the face of rapidly changing political scene, the pales ruled Mithila for the longest period and left their impact on the life and culture of the society to some extent. The Bhagalpur grand, Sangha C.P. and the Naulagarh inscription fell us that Tirhubuki was one of the important administrative centres during the palarule [13].

The period from the early 6th century to the beginning of the 11th century A.D. in the history of Mithila can aptly be termed as the period of instability and turbulence. It proved to be the hunting or grazing ground for the political powers growing all around. The invaders intruded on the green pasture and left for good. The sons of the soil were neither interested nor affected by these political vicissitudes. Even the elite and intelligentsia of the society were indifferent, the former busy with amassing wealth through all means, fair of foul and the latter living in watertight compartment of religion, philosophy and literature. Frequent floods, famines, overtution, unending indebtedness and all kinds of exploitation by the rulers made the life of the masses extremely miserable. No one rose to take cudgels against the oppressors. The traditional Hindu belief in the enmity between goddess of wealth and the goddess of learning was becoming a reality.

The panditas in general lived from hand to mouth. But they knew how to conceal their poverty in the mane of simplicity and idealism. Unlike the other parts of India, land-grants or jagirs were not available to the panditas during this period. It came into vogue only after Nanyadeva established himself as a sovereign kind if Mithila after defeating Ramapala. Perhaps granting of land free of such king in Mithila. It was ruled only by deputies or Governors who had no right to grant land free of revenue. No wonder no land grant of this period has been found. Indeed, the Mithila pandits and brahmanas by and large belonged to the landless class. The beginning of the 2nd millenium a.d. is a landmark in the history of Mithila. Some of the most conspicuous features of the ear area as follows:

- Barring the mythological period for the first time in its history Mithila had a king on its own land.
- The kingship ushered in a kind of political and social tranquility.
- Under the patronage of kings and chieftains, all the branches of learning advanced appreciably.
- The Brahmans and the kayasthas started to specify their family affinity with the names of their original native village plus the name of the recent one known as the (Multi and Grama) respectively. This family-name, generally prefixed to the proper names facilitated the identification of the person referred to and served also as a proof of being a Maithila.
- A number of surnames denoting family affinity started to be appended to proper names such as Jha [15], Mishra [16], Thakura [17], etc.
- The dating of manuscripts and documents in terms of
the Saka era came in vogue.

- The migration of the Maithil people of different disciplines increased rapidly.
- The Brahmanas, the kayasthas and to some extent the other castes of Mithila confined their marital relations to their own castes of Mithila and thus distinct communities of Maithila Brahmanas and kayasthas were carved out.
- After the end of the vajjmahasangha till the advent of the Karnatas the political history of Mithila was the history of constant invasions, defeats and subjugations in the series was a Karnata Ksatriya Nanyadeva who, unlike the previous ones, entered the country with little resistance. made his capital in the heart of Mithila, gained the confidence of the people naturalized himself in the true sense. proudly acclaimed himself as Mithilesa, firmly and powerfully established as a monarch, and started to rule Mithila in peace and prosperity.
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